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1. INTRODUCTION  

Linkage in the Bwanabwana language1 can be performed in various ways. The most common method is by the 
use of conjunctions. By being the pivotal markers that guide the hearer through a discourse, conjunctions play a vital 
role in communication at the discourse level by stategically linking propositions together. Therefore they should not 
be seen simply as sentence or clause or phrase joiners. In this paper we will look at linkage by focussing primarily on 
the various roles that the main Bwanabwana conjunctions have. Secondarily we will look at alternative forms of 
linkage, namely juxtaposition and head-tail linkage. Narrative, hortatory and procedural texts will provide almost all 
of the examples. 

Speakers exhibit considerable economy in language and linkage by juxtaposition is a good example of this 
economy. This is where we will begin our discussion of linkage in Bwanabwana.  

2. JUXTAPOSITION 
 
Before we look at the Bwanabwana conjunctions it is worth looking at the case where conjunctions are absent, where 
sequence chains are expressed only by juxtaposition. The following two examples of phrases introduced with 
possessive pronouns demonstrate a simple type of conjunction-less joining. 
 
a     -na paisowa kivali            sugu         a      -na waga si -baibaiwa 
poss-3s work      conical shell  dive          poss -3s boat  3p-many 
“his work (was) diving (for) conical shells, his boats (were) many” (Veku Inau by Lio) 
 
 
tomo  esa   -na  Kasabwaibwaileta   a     -na      yanuwa Tewala. 
man   name-3s  <name>                   poss-3s      village   <name> 
“(There was a) man named Kasabwaibwaileta, his village Tewala” (Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 
 
Sequences can also be expressed by juxtaposition without any sequential or developmental conjunctions. 
 
i   -sugu  i  -mwawasi i  -pileyoi-ma si -kuke  si-sae        Tubetube si -keno. 
3s-wash 3s-finish       3s-return -dir 3p-sail   3p-went up <name>   3p-sleep 
“he washed, it’s finished, he returned, they sailed, they went up (to) Tubetube, they slept (there).” (Kasabwaibwaileta 
by Fred) 
 
In the following text where we might expect there to be a logical/consequence conjunction to signify the change of 
subject, juxtaposition is used. 
 
si  -malimali-wa-ni   si -sikota-na-ni  me  a     -na valam  
3p -chase    -tr  -3s  3p-reject-tr -3s with poss-3s cry 
 
yo     me  a     -na nuwa-polowe i -gayosae -yoi    yanuwa mena 
conj  with poss-3s mind -heavy  3s-come up-again village   loc(g) 
“they chased her and rejected her, crying and sad she went back up to the village” (Buluwa Galagala by Luka) 

                                                           
1 Bwanabwana is spoken by some 2000 people located on eleven islands approximated by the Engineer island group about 60miles 
south east of Alotau in Milne Bay Province of Papua New Guinea. Neighbouring languages are Tawala and Suau in the west, Dobu 
and Duau in the north and Misima in the east. The author and his family have been doing linguistic study in the Bwanabwana 
language group since 1987, and have been based at Tubetube island. 
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3. CONJUNCTIONS USED IN BWANABWANA 
The following is a list of the main conjunctions used in Bwanabwana and their function. 
 
yo              -close connective for equal salience 
na            -antithesis marker expressing functions such as contrast, comparison, purpose, story denouement. 
kabo           -major thematic marker expressed as a developmental marker or a contrastive thematic prominence 
marker 
mwa           -logical or consequential progression 
imwawasi   -activity completion, sequence 
muli mena   -sequence 
tabe            -additional 
iyamo          -strong antithesis 
mesabana    -definite purpose 
kisi              -prohibition / negative consequence, concession 
tem             -irrealis / hypothetical 
kaiwena      -reason 
ee               -iconistic (colloquial) durative, continuity of story 
te                -personal close connective for equal salience 

4. COMPARISON OF USAGE OF CONJUNCTIONS IN DIFFERENT GENRES 
In a count of the conjunctions in narrative, procedural and hortatory texts the following results were found. 
 
Narrative 
 
In 32 narrative  stories  it was found that there were the following number of occurrences: 
 
yo   381 
mwa   330 
na   267 
kabo   223 
ee    80 
tem    61 
tabe    52 
imwawasi   38 
kaiwena   25 
muli mena     5 
 
 
Procedural 
 
In 121 clauses of procedural texts: 
 
yo    40  
kabo   32 
na   15 
imwawasi  11 
muli mena  10 
ee    3 
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Hortatory 
 
In 23 hortatory texts:    
 
yo  136  
na   67 
tem   53 
kabo   17 
kisi   11 
mwa   10 
 
Recognizing that yo, by its nature as a conjunction of equal salience, will usually be the major conjunction in all 
Bwanabwana texts, from the above we can say that, 
 
1. mwa, na and kabo are distinctive conjunctions of narrative texts.  
2. kabo, imwawasi and muli mena are distinctive conjunctions of procedural texts.  
3. na, tem and kisi are distinctive conjunctions of hortatory texts.  

5. THE CONJUNCTION na AND ITS USES 

5.1 Antithesis marker 

The na conjunction can function as a weak antithesis marker, indicating a contrast, or a counter-proposition, or it may 
indicate that something which is contrary to expectation, is about to follow. The marker occurs preceding the 
proposition or group of propositions which express the precise semantic content of the antithetical meaning. While a 
suitable English gloss is often a word 'but', or perhaps 'however' or 'nevertheless', other glosses are possible in some 
contexts because na may also be used to express comparison, hypotheticality, to indicate the introduction of 
background information, to alert the hearer to an impending reference shift, to indicate the denouement of a story, or 
to indicate purpose. We deal with the various uses of na in the sections which follow.   

 

The general type of antithesis is demonstrated by the following examples. 

 

tau  -ne   yakato i  -sugu  na    waine -na  i  -kausi 

man-dem intend 3s-swim conj spouse-3s 3s-stop 

“the man intended to swim but/however his wife stopped him” (Naboika by Eliuda) 

 

nige sowa-sowa-na a    -ma     nume  ka     -keno  na   kan  ka    -katububu  nonowa 

neg   redup-able -3s poss-1p-ex house 1p-ex-sleep conj fut  1p-ex-prepare    int 

  

ka   -mai         yo   ka   -ma         waila   yo   a     -ma         yaoyaon gogo -li  -yao 

food-1pl(excl) conj poss-1pl(excl)  water conj poss-1pl(excl) fishing   things-3p-pl  

“We cannot sleep in our house but/nevertheless we get our food ready and our water and our fishing gear.” (Iye yabo 
esana tabibina by Lio) 

 

In the following example the speaker introduces a comment which he considers to be contrary to expectation and so 
he uses the na conjunction. Now the expectation being countered here is an implicature arising from the overall 
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context (that the village name was always Inau) thus the conjunction na is functioning at discourse level. So here it 
constrains the way the utterance is processed. 

 

koina   yanuwa si -sepa yo   tomo   koina    si -miya na    esa    bwaite  Inau 

loc(sp) village  3p -cut   conj people loc(sp) 3p-live  conj  name  this     <name> 

  

nige yanuwa esa   -na na   veku esa  -na. 

neg  village   name-3s conj rock name-3s 

“There they made a village and people lived there but this name ‘Inau’ is not the village name but the name of the 
rock” (Veku Inau by Lio) 

Note that in the above example, the speaker uses a negated phrase followed by another phrase introduced by na to 
make an important point. This will be taken up later in this paper in Sect. 5.1.7. 

 

na can be also used with the word iyamo to strengthen the degree of antithesis. 

 

sine      bwaimwa-na nuwa-nuwa -na i  -mwalisae waga-ne   kolili     na   iyamo waga  

woman dem        -3s redup-desire-3s 3s-board       boat -dem loc(sp) conj ant    boat  

 

ka   -na sapa        -yao genuwa-li    sine      bwaimwa-na 

poss-3s  passenger-pl   refuse  -3p  woman dem        -3s 

“that woman wanted to board the boats but the boat passengers refused that woman” (Buluwa Galagala yo Magesubu 
by Luka) 

 

The following three examples illustrate na marking antithesis in a context in which events are simultaneous. 

 

na   mayau-wa   Dobu    mena   i -gita   -gitai yo   Tubetube mena   i -nuwa-nuwatu  

conj fire    -dem <name> loc(g) 3s-redup-look conj <name>  loc(g) 3s-redup-think 

 

gubesi kan a   -na yabu -yabubu 

how    fut poss-3s redup-run away 

“but (while) the Dobu one was looking at that fire, the Tubetube one was thinking how he might run away” 
(Sapilowa by Rubin) 

 

i  -sa     -sae     na    waga meuloi-li   si -towe-kaisulu si -kuke 

3s-redup-go up conj  boat   all      -3p 3p-push-down   3p-sail 

“but (while) he was going up they pushed all the boats down and sailed off” (Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 

 

boniyai mena  i -keno  -keno  na   utu  kaigeda kaigeda i -gitai -li   si -lau    -lau 

night    loc(g) 3s-redup-sleep conj star one       one      3s-saw-3p-3p-redup-go past 
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 “but during the night (while) he was sleeping he saw each star going past” (Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 

 

5.1.1 Introduces contrast 

 

The following examples show how the na conjunction is used to express contrast. In the first example below the 
speaker Panetan contrasts the present ‘spiritual’ state of the Tubetube people with their former ‘evilness’ in pre-
missionary days. 

 

kabo tomo    Tubetube si-katai   tapwalolo na   baguna siya   tomo    yauyaule-li 

conj   people <name>  3p-know worship    conj before  Pr-3p people wicked  -3p 

“so then  Tubetube people (came to) know worship but before they were wicked people” (Kaleya by Panetan) 

 

In the example below the speaker uses the na conjunction to contrast the new methods of synthetic line fishing with 
the old method of using cane fishing traps. 

 

uku  tem kaigeda ku-pani u-gwabae-ni tabe iye  kaigeda-mo   i -kan  ku-tabei 

hook irr  one       2s-tie   2s-throw  -3s conj fish one      -only 3s-bite 2s -pull 

 

 na  guba      ka   -na paisowa bwaite besiele 

conj fish trap poss-3s work     dem     like 

“If you tie a hook on (a fishing line) and throw it (down) then only one fish bites and you pull it in, but a fishing trap 
works like this.” (Yaoyaoni kaiwena by Gelebo)  

 

si -yabubu     yanuwa yabo        koina  tomo     meuloi-li   na    sine 

3p-ran away place     different   loc     people    all      -3p conj  woman 

si -logabae-ni   i-miya  -miya Wale. 

3p-leave   -3s 3s-redup-stay  <name> 

“they ran away to another place, all the people, but the woman they left her, she stayed at Wale” (Buluwa Galagala 
yo Magesubu by Luka) 

 

5.1.2 Expresses comparison 

By using the na conjunction the speaker can also make a comparison as shown by the following examples. The first 
example contrasts the differing status of a third person with the speaker. The second contrasts the status of third 
persons with the hearer. 

iya      esa    -na  i  -lalaki      na     yau     esa    -gu   nige  i  -la   -lalaki. 

Pr-3s  name -3s 3s -big         conj   Pr-1s  name -1s   neg  3s -neg-big 

 “His name is big but my name is not big” 

 

tomo   lalaki-li   kwa-yakasisi-ya-gili kaiwena siya   tomo    lalaki-li na   komiu melumelu-wo 

people big   -3p 2p   -respect -tr -3p conj        Pr-3p people big-3p  conj Pr-2p child        -pl 
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“Respect big people because they (are) big people but (whereas) you (are) children” (Guguye by Peola) 

 

yawasi-la            ginauli     lalaki-na   na   kan    yawasi-la          ka         -li   sagu-mo .......... 

life        -1p(incl) something big    -3s  conj   food  life       -1p(incl) 1p(excl) -3p help -only.... 

 

yo    tabe yo     -la     ginauli      lalaki-na na kaleko    yo   -la          ka-li           sagu-mo. 

conj also  body -1p(in) something big  -3s conj clothing body-1p(in) poss-1p(ex)  help-only 

“Our lives are something important but food is just help for our lives...... 

...and our bodies are something important but clothes are just a help for our bodies” (Matt6:25) 

 

 

5.1.3 Background information introducer 

The conjunction na is also used to mark an interruption in a discourse. Its placement allows the hearer to perceive 
that the following proposition contains background information to help the reader understand the discourse. This is 
shown in the following examples: 

 

ee   kabo i-sugu  i -lobi         na   sine   -sine    -o  labui si-pei -li   waila  kalo-na mena  

dur conj 3s-dive 3s-go down conj redup-female-pl two  3p-put-3p water in   -3s  loc(g) 

 

kabo tatabwa si-talu-tolo  manpou-na mena ee yabo kate -na mena i -sakona ee kabo i -boita. 

conj  spike     3p-stood up eye      -3s loc(g) dur one heart-3s loc(g)3s-spear dur conj 3s-die 

“And so he dived down [but the two women had (previously) put them in the water] and so the spikes standing up 
speared his eye and one through the heart and so then he died.” (Saisaitu yo Bunbun by Nethan) 

 

na   game  i-ba   ya-sa     -sae    ya-kaitupali  na    Buluwa Galagala a    -na     yakayakan 

conj boy  3s-say 1s -redup-go up 1s-spear      conj <name>              poss-3s    domestic 

 

moti i -pei -li  galowa...... na  game-ne    muli mena       i -sae     kaitupali kaiwena 

fish 3s-put-3p pool.....     conj boy  -dem sequence conj 3s-go up spearing for 

 “and the boy said, “I am going up to spear”. [Now Buluwa Galagala had put his domesticated fish in a pool.....]  and 
that boy went up to spear”(Buluwa Galagala yo Magesubu by Luka)  

 

 

 

5.1.4 Hypotheticality 

 

The antithesis conjunction na is often used with the irrealis marker tem to express hypotheticality.  Na tem typically 
occurs preceding the apodosis, to express the hypothetical proposition, and then the apodosis which expresses its 
consequence follows. Na tem is commonly found in hortatory discourse. The following examples illustrate its use. 
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na tem nige a    -ma      guguye ku-be -benala-ni kani naga na   bwalubwalu uyawa-na  

conj irr neg poss-1p(ex) advice 2s -neg-listen -3s fut   later conj lizard          tail      -3s          

 

mena ku-louyo  

loc(g) 2s-fall over 

“but if you do not listen to our advice later you will trip over a lizard’s tail (be cursed)” (Guguye by Rubin) 

 

na   tem  yakasisi-ne    si -muliye meuloi-na kuyakuya  yo   talawauwau kani 

conj-irr    respect-dem 3s-follow all       -3s  sweep      conj  noise           fut 

 

to   -kunale-ne     iye  si -lobai kebwai si-loya-salili 

fish-fish     -dem  fish 3s-find  canoe   3s-fill  -sink. 

 “But if they (the women) fully follow the respect rule (regarding) sweeping and noise, the fishermen will find fish 
and the canoes (will be) full up-sinking.” (Kunale by Wadapiyai) 

 

5.1.5 Role in referent switching 

 

When there is a change of subject in the sentence the speaker will use the na conjunction to indicate the switch to a 
new subject being in focus. When na is used this way, its antithetical sense is semantically bleached, so that it just 
indicates that there is a semantic disjunction, or a significant development in the story, at that particular point, the 
details of which will become apparent as the discourse progresses. Hence na is here functioning to alert the hearer to 
expect something different/developmental in the discourse. In this particular case the development is a change of 
referent. 

As we see below the focus is firstly on the activity of the boy and the girl. Then when the speaker wants to change 
the focus to another character in the story (Kolodalele) he uses the na conjunction to signal his intention to the hearer. 

 

gamesine-wa   yo  game-wa   si-lau si -keno  na   Kolodalele i -miya -miya  i -bena -benali 

girl         -dem conj boy  -dem 3p-go 3p-sleep conj <name>   3s-redup-stay 3s-redup-listen 

“the girl and the boy went and they slept but (switch) Kolodalele he stayed and listened” (Siyaya Gilugilu by Gelebo) 

 

The following two examples demonstrate the usage of na when the subject changes twice. 

 

Misita Pild   si -seya-na-ma i -kaisulu     na   tomo    si-logogo -ma yakato si -sakona 

Mister Field 3p-put  -tr -dir 3s-get down conj people 3p-gather-dir  fut       3p-spear 

 

na Mwakasoki nima-na  i -gala -ya-ni 

conj <name>    hand-3s 3s-raise-tr-3s 

“They sent Mr Field down but (switch) the people had gathered intending to spear him but (switch) Mwakasoki 
raised his hand” (Kaleya by Panetan) 
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keduluma-wa  me  nume -na i -wedoli na  Kaputogo-wa  me  deu   -na  i -yaluwa-ni  

woman   -dem com house-3s 3s-burn  conj <name>  -dem com canoe-3s 3s-drift  -3s  

 

i   -lobi......      na   game-game-o -wa   si-lobi             isu    yabo mena 

3s-down .....   conj redup-boy   -pl-dem 3p-went down point one  loc(g) 

“the woman and her house were burned but(switch) Kaputogo and his canoe drifted down....but(switch) the boys they 
went down to a point” (Kaputogo by Maki) 

 

5.1.6 Story denouement introducer 

 

As the narrator approaches the denouement of a story he will begin to use na to gain the hearer’s attention. As in the 
section above, when na is used this way, its antithetical sense is semantically bleached, so that it just indicates that 
there is a significant development in the story. In this particular case the development is a story denouement 
introduction. In the following story, about trolling for fish, na introduces what the writer considers the main points of 
the story. The first major point is the catching of the bait because a successful catch is dependent on good bait. 
Although the bait is the object in the sentence below it is dislocated to the left (after na) and given prominence by 
preceding the subject. 

na   katule yawoina moti sinabwa-li  si-tupa       -i. 

conj bait    plenty    fish  big       -pl 3s-chase up-tr 

“but the big fish chased up the plentiful bait fish.” 

 Here na helps to highlight a major point in the story. At the crescendo of the story denouement the na is followed by 
a time word to give it strength. Negation followed by another na introduces the story denouement. 

na saugana moti ya-tabe-i   i-lao-ma    ya-gitai nige moti dewadewa-na   na   baewa. 

conj time  fish 1s pull-obj 3s-come-dir 1s-see    neg fish   good         -3s  conj  shark. 

“but when I pulled the fish it came up, I saw it, (it was) not a good fish but a shark.” (Sowasowaniuli by William) 

 

The antithesis construction involving  negation is a device used by the Bwanabwana speaker to highlight the 
denouement of the story as shown below. 

Kolodalele i  -batoko          game-wa  nige  i -ke  -keno man-na i -yaele  i  -lala    -lala  

<name>    3s-think wrongly boy  -dem neg 3s-neg-sleep eye-3s 3s-there 3s-redup-shine 

 

na    iyamo game-ne     i -keno -ko   na   kinakinawa-wa  siya    mwa si-lala    -lala 

conj ant     boy   -dem 3s-sleep-perf conj mushroom -dem Pr-3p conj 3p-redup shine 

“Kolodalele wrongly thought the boy was not sleeping (because) his eyes were there (seemingly) shining but the boy 
was asleep but those mushrooms they were shining” (Siyaya Gilugilu by Gelebo) 
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5.2 Purpose marker 

5.2.1 Weak purpose 

A surprising feature of the Bwanabwana language is that the na conjunction can be an indicator of purpose. It points 
to the goal of the proposition. The speaker of the following sentence had accidentally left his bag in his garden the 
day before. The na conjunction is the only word to indicate purpose here.  

 

ya-sa     -sae     tano    mena  na    ya    -gu bosa ya-kalai 

1s-redup-go up garden loc(g) conj  poss-1s bag  1s -get 

“I am going up to the garden to get my bag” 

  

The context of the following examples show that na has a purpose role. The proof of this is in the following example 
where yamwalisaewa “go up to you” (a sexual connotation) and gamwa kusoke ‘open the door’ are closely linked. 
Opening the door means acceptance of the sexual advance.  

    

Sinem Kalawata, gamwa ku -soke na     ya-mwalisae-wa. 

<name>              door     2s -open conj  1s -go up     - dir 

“Sinem Kalawata, open the door so that I (might) go up to you.” (Boe Sewasewa by Wadapiyai) 

 

The following example needs some explanation to demonstrate that purpose is indicated by the na conjunction. All 
the necklaces gained through trading need to be strung up for the experts to examine which necklace is the longest 
and best so that they can decide who is the winner of the competition, and therefore who has the greatest prestige. 
The following sentence describes how the main character displays his necklace. Therefore by context, the verb  si-
gitai could not be past tense but rather the infinitive (future) form. Thus na indicates purpose. 

 

bagi          si-tanale      na    si -gitai yaiya Gumakalakedakeda     i -kalai. 

necklace  3p-display    conj  3p-see  who   <name of necklace>  3s-get 

“They displayed the necklaces to see who (the winner was, who) would get Gumakalakedakeda” (Kasabwaibwaileta 
by Fred) 

 

In the Bwanabwana culture sharing things out is fundamentally important. There is a distinct purpose for dissecting a 
pig: it is dissected in order to share it out. And so the na conjunction is appropriate here to indicate this purpose. 

 

yo kabo si-nigwai    na   si-yauyan tomo koli-li,     yo    ka-li   polo si-loliga yo    si-kekan. 

conj       3s-dissect conj  3s-share   people loc(pl) conj poss-3 pig  3s-cook conj 3s-eat 

“and so they dissected it to share among the people and they cook and eat their pig.” (Keloya by John Lima) 

 

 

The following text expresses a double purpose by using the na conjunction twice. 

 

ya   -gu guguye bwaite ku-benala-gili  yo   ku-sinoli     -li  na   a    -m sauga i  -mamalawe 

poss-1s advice  dem     2s-listen   -pl  conj 2s-swallow-pl conj poss-2s time  3s-long 
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na  kowa tomo sana  -sanapu-na 

conj Pr-2s man  redup-trust    -3s 

“Listen to these advices of mine and swallow(digest) them so that your time(life) is long (and) so that you (become) a 
trustworthy man.” (Guguye by Fred) 

 

5.2.2 Strong Purpose: usage with the purpose word mesabana 

 

If the conjunction na is used with the purpose word mesabana2 then the certainty of the goal is strengthened. 

 

kabo ya-ya-yoyo  -van gulewa   gun  -na i  -matu-matuwa na mesabana kagu      koina   ya-loliga 

conj  1s-DP-bend-trans clay pot base-3s 3s-redup-hard     conj purpose  my food loc(sp) 1s-cook 

 “and so I bend the clay pot base hard in order to cook my food in it” (Gulewa kabikabi by Baiyala) 

 

natu-gu bwaite ka   -m sanapu ya-eya -wa  na   mesabana kowa tomo  

child-1s dem    poss-2s trust    1s -give-dir  conj purpose   Pr-2s man 

“my child, I put this trust in you(s) in order that you (might be) a man” (Guguye by Aiko) 

 

kabo si -yasili  mwali   -wa   isa             si-kalai na   mesabana si -ulisi   Tubetube  

conj  3p-count armshell-dem how many 3p-get  conj purpose    3p-arrive <name> 

 

si -neli  si -ba  isa            wa-kawalilikapu-wa  mwali    wa-kalai-li 

3p-ask 3p-say how many 2p -compete     -dem armshell 2p -get  -3p 

“and then they count how many armshells they get so that (when) they arrive at Tubetube and they ask, ‘How many 
armshells (did) you get in the competition...(they will say)’(Kune by Russell) 

 

6. THE CONJUNCTION KABO : THE MARKER OF MAJOR THEMATIC CONTRAST    
 
In this section we contend that the conjunction kabo is a marker of major thematic contrast. We can see this 
expressed firstly as a prima facie developmental marker where it signals forthcoming thematic chunks and secondly 

                                                           
2 The word mesabana is related to another purpose word sabi which occurs before nouns or unprefixed third person suffixed verbs. 
The conjunction na is never used with sabi.  Below are two examples of the usage of sabi. 

Tubetube si-lobi          Dobu     sabi      kaleya 

<name>  3p-go down <name> purpose war 

"The Tubetube (people) went down (to) Dobu in order to fight" (Sapilowa by Rubin) 

 

tomo meuloi-li   si-lobi         dekawa mena  sabi       gitai-na 

man  all       -3p 3p-go down sand     loc(g) purpose see   -3s 

"all the people went down to the beach in order to see it". 
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as a thematic prominence marker that serves to make comparisons. 

6.1 Developmental marker 

The conjunction kabo is the indicator of coming significant development in the narrative or argument from the 
speaker’s perspective. That is, it signals to the hearer that the preliminary scene-setting information is finished and 
now vital information is about to be told. In this sense, this bi-directional function of kabo corresponds with what 
Levinsohn classifies as developmental markers. For they “have a  bi-directional function (in that) they indicate that 
the information they introduce (1) builds on what has preceded it and (2) represents a new development in the story 
or argument as far as the purpose of the writer is concerned.” (Levinsohn 1992:31) At this point it is worth looking at 
some examples to explore whether kabo fully fills the role of a developmental marker. It is my view that it is far 
broader in its function. 

 

We will now look at how the speaker William uses the conjunction kabo in the story called Sowasowaniuli 
(trolling for fish in a canoe). (This story can be examined in more detail in Appendix A.) William uses the first seven 
clauses to set the scene for his story. Then he begins the eighth clause with kabo to introduce the highly significant 
information. By looking at the layout below we can see William’s perspective on the action events in the story. By 
signalling these events with kabo he heightens the reader’s interest in the story. 
 
.........scene-setting (7 clauses)..... 
kabo I paddled and went trolling. [the action begins] 
.........I tied the bait on..(1 clause)... 
kabo I paddled pulling it and a big fish bit. [big event] 
........But it fell off and I tied another bait on (3 clauses)... 
kabo this time a big fish bit and I rose and pulled it. [main event] 
........I pulled it in.....but it was a shark..(12 more clauses).. 
 
 
It is worth looking at another example to see the role of kabo in a different setting. William’s story was an auto-
biographical account. The following story outline called Kaleya (war) is an historical recollection by the head-pastor 
Panetan of an important event in Tubetube’s Christian history, the coming of the first white pastor and his reception 
by the Tubetube chief Mwakasoki. (The full inter-linearized story is included in Appendix B for detailed study.) Note 
the role of kabo in signaling Panetan’s perspective as to what the significant events are in the story. 
 
.....(scene setting-(in those pre-Christian days) when people speared someone they would  
                           burn him, cook him and eat him) 
kabo a missionary called Dr Bromilow from Australia came 
.....   he lived at Dobu 
kabo he heard that the Tubetube people were wicked people 
.....   he sent Mr Field to be their pastor 
.....   he arrived at the place called Bwasikaena (at Tubetube) 
kabo a man called Mwakasoki (the chief) stood on the shore 
.....   Mr Field was coming ashore and people gathered to spear him.. (dialogue) 
kabo they built his real house and he conducted worship 
.....   and so the people saw the custom of worship 
kabo the Tubetube people came to know worship 
.....   but before, they were wicked people. 
 
From the story outline above we see the same signaling of highly significant events from the speaker’s perspective by 
the use of kabo. Dr Bromilow’s coming, hearing of Tubetube peoples’ wickedness, the power encounter, the building 
of the pastor’s house and the conversion of the Tubetube people are the key events that kabo introduces. For Panetan 
they are the points that need to be highlighted in the story and he does this using the conjunction kabo. 
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Indeed, kabo is used to progress the discourse by introducing a new development that builds on what has gone before 
as shown by the following examples. Its typical position is the beginning of a clause. It is always in the first phrase 
and often is the first word in that clause. The usage of kabo is not constrained by temporal context. So, for example, 
in the following examples we observe it used in discourse in which the time is past, present or future. 

 

Past tense (narrative) 

 

melumelu-wa   weda nuwa-nuwa -na  i -kan weda nigele kabo i  -valam weda kaiwena.  

child        -dem taro   redup-desire-3s 3s-eat  taro   neg    conj 3s-cry      taro   for 

“That child wanted to eat taro, (but there was) no taro so then he cried for taro.” (Wedayogeyoge by Doleka) 

 

 

Present tense  (procedural) 

 

baguna ya-lau bwatano ya-keli  bwatano-ne    yaka  -yakasa  -na kabo ya-keli ya-gitai 

first      1s-go  soil        1s -dig   soil       -dem  redup-separate-3s conj  1s-dig  1s -see 

“first I go dig the soil, separating the soil and then I dig (and) see..” (Gulewa kabikabi by Baiyala) 

 

 

Future tense example (narrative) 

 

Kasabwaibwaileta i-ba i-namwa-namwa ku-lau kabo sina-gu te tama-gu koli-li ku-walo ku-ba 

<name>  3s-say 3s-redup-good 2s-go conj mother-1s conj father-1s loc(sp)-3p 2s-say 2s-say 

“Kasabwaibwaileta said, ‘Good, go and then you (will) say to my mother and father...’” (Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 

 

 

Future tense example (hortatory) 

 

tem ta     -miya -miya kabo sauga yabo tama -la       o  sina     -la       si -yoga-na-la  
irr   1p(in)-redup-stay conj  time   one   father-1p(in) or mother-1p(in) 3p-call  -tr -1p(in) 

 

kabo ka     -lo  -guguye si-yeya-ma 
conj 1p(ex)-DP-advice 3p-give-dir 
“if we stay then sometime our father or mother will call us and then they will give us our advice” (Guguye taolena o 
kabiyakaiwe by Maki) 

6.2 Thematic prominence marker  

One of the most interesting features of conjunction usage in the Bwanabwana language is the linking of two 
propositions by the conjunction kabo  (or kabo muli mena) to mark the quality expressed by the first proposition as 
more prominent than the quality expressed by the second. Mention of the quality in the second proposition is 
optional. This prominence function of kabo ideally provides a means of comparing two qualities. Bwanabwana 
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speakers very much prefer to use the conjunction kabo to express comparisons rather than some other methods used 
in P.N.G. languages.3  Appendix D contains a number of examples of this type of Scriptural usage that we are 
describing here.  

This prominence marking facilitates the expression of ideas such as ‘wiser than’, ‘taller than’, ‘clearer than’ or ‘faster 
than’. First, let us look at some simple examples. Note that where normally we might lexically gloss kabo as ‘then’ 
(see the literal translation below), semantically it is better to gloss kabo as ‘than’, or 'compared with'. 

 

iya     a    -na sonoga   i -lalaki-sosi  kabo    kowa  (a     -m  sonoga) 

Pr-3s poss-3s wisdom 3s-big   -int   conj     Pr-2s   (poss-2s wisdom) 

“He is much wiser than you(r  wisdom).” 

[literally: “his wisdom is very big then you(r  wisdom)”] 

 

 

tomo    bwaine saliya-na i  -mamalawe-sosi kabo bwaite tomo  -ne 

person dem      body -3s 3s-long          -int   conj  dem    person-dem 

“that person is much taller than this person” 

 

bwaine windo   -ne   ka   -na koleya         i  -mayale-sosi kabo bwaite 

dem     window-dem poss-3s appearance 3s-clear    -int  conj  dem 

“That window’s appearance is much clearer than this (one)” 

 

tomo    bwaine i -sagena-sosi kabo tomo   meuloi-li 

person dem     3s-run     -int   conj  person all     -3p 

“that person runs (much) faster than everyone (else)” 

 

The following example shows the inclusion of the quality (appearance) in the second proposition. 

 
mula    lala  -li  -ne    ka   -li   koleya        si -namwanamwa-sosi kabo muli mena  
flower shine-3p-dem poss-3p appearance 3p-good              -int   conj  sequence 
 
Kin  Solomon a     -na kaleko wasawasa ka  -na  koleya 
king <name>  poss-3s cloth    rich           poss-3s appearance 
“the appearance (beauty) of the flowers is much better than the appearance of King Solomon’s rich clothes” (Luke 
12:27) 
 
By contrast the following example does not have the quality (hardness) mentioned in the second proposition. 
 

                                                           
3 Some P.N.G. languages might, for example, say "this person is tall and this person is not tall" to make a contrast. Some languages 
might use the surpassing method, that is, "this man surpasses that man in goodness" to express a comparison. 
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to   -wasawasa a     -li   lusae Yaubada a     -na kaba loina koina 
nom-wealth      poss-3p entry <name>  poss-3s thing rule   loc(sp) 
 
i   -kololo-sosi kabo  kameli sinalom gula-na mena  a    -na  lusola 

3s-hard  -int   conj   camel  needle   hole-3s loc(g) poss-3s go through 

“the entry of rich people into the kingdom of Yaubada (God) is much harder than the going through of a camel into 
the hole of a needle.” (Matthew 19:24) 
 

In the following more complicated example,  the first proposition of the reward (or punishment) from Yaubada (God) 
as very serious is given prominence over the second proposition which is death by forced drowning. Note that a lot of 
information can be placed into the comparison. 

 

tem tomo   yabo melumelu-wo-ne     i  -woya  -pwanoli-li   bwaite siya   ka    -gu to    -meli-wo  

irr   person one  child        -pl  -dem 3s-tempts-sin        -3p dem     Pr-3p poss-1s  nom-faith-pl 

 

ka   -na maisa  Yaubada koina       i  -polowe-sosi kabo tem tomo  -ne    veku  

poss-3s reward <name>  loc(spec) 3s-heavy  -int   conj  irr   person-dem rock 

 

polo  -polowe-na galogalo-na mena si -pan yo    si-gabae -ni kalita mena a     -na boita  ka   -na polowe. 

redup-heavy  -3s  neck     -3s loc(g) 3p-tie  conj 3p-throw-3s sea    loc(g) poss-3s death poss-3s heavy. 

“if a man leads these children who are my believers into sin his reward from Yaubada (God) is much more serious 
than the seriousness of a man’s death whom they tie a heavy rock around his neck and throw into the sea.” (Matthew 
18:6)  

7. THE CONJUNCTION yo 

 

7.1 Equal salience 

Propositions of equal salience are usually joined together by the conjunction yo, whether it be at the word, phrase, 
clause or sentence level. It indicates a close temporal connection and continuity of similar items. And so it is the most 
widely used conjunction in Tubetube text. In the following two examples the nouns and noun phrases are considered 
of equal salience. 

kabo muli mena dam                  yo    oleole                 ya-tom-li 

conj sequence    pandanus (soft) conj  pandanus (hard) 1s-cut -3p 

“after that I cut the soft pandanus and the hard pandanus” (Tobwa paipaisowa by Edna) 

 

mumuga-li  bwaite yo   nuwatu bwaite kon        -di   i -kaiwe -sosi 

custom -3p dem     conj idea     dem     loc(spec)-3p 3s-strong-int 

“these customs of theirs’ and this idea is very strong” (Mamalawena yo kekeno by Faiteli) 

 

In the following example the propositions of setting up and displaying the armshells are considered of equal salience 
by the speaker and thus the yo conjunction is used. 
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yanuwa i-layani tomo meuloi-li si-sugu   si-wagayalosi yo   mwali     si -tanalele 

village  3s-dry   people all-3p   3p-wash 3p-set up       conj armshell 3p-display 

“next day all the people washed, set up (things) and displayed the armshells” (Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 

 

In the following example the speaker considers the two propositions of equal salience because he (Kasabwaibwaileta) 
had two problems of equal significance, he had no armshell to trade and he was a social outcast and so the speaker 
joins the two propositions with the conjunction yo. 

iya     nige ka   -na mwali     i  -pa -pagani   yo    iya    tomo    kili    -kilipa          -na 

Pr-3s neg  poss-3s armshell 3s-neg-possess conj Pr-3s person  redup-skin disease-3s 

“he did not possess an armshell and he was a skin-disease man” (Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 

 

At the clause level, when the speaker considers the propositions to have equal significance the conjunction yo will be 
used as shown below. 

gamasine i -lau yo   Taukaikaitau me -waine -na a     -li  gogo  

girl         3s-go conj <name>        com-spouse-3s poss-3p goods 

  

i  -kalai-li  yo    i  -lau a     -na   yanuwa mena 

3s-get -3p conj 3s-go  poss-3s   place     loc(g) 

“the girl went and Taukaikaitau took his wife (and) their goods and he went to his place” (Demdem tanotano by Basi) 

 

At the sentence level, the conjunction yo is used to signal that the scene is being set by propositions of equivalent 
salience for the drama that is about to unfold.  

 

iya    to    -kaiwe-sosi. Yo  sauga yabo Tubetube siya    si -wose    si-lobi             Dobu  

Pr-3s nom-strong-int   conj time  one   <name>   Pr-3p  3p-paddle 3p-went down <name> 

 

sabi       kaleya. Yo   tabe  Dobu      a     -li  to    -kaikaiwe yabo i  -miyamiya. 

purpose war       conj also  <name>  poss-3p nom-strong     one  3s-exist 

“he was the strongest. And once the Tubetube (people) they paddled down to Dobu to fight. And one of the Dobu 
(people’s) strong man was there” (Sapilowa by Rubin) 

 

 

 

7.2 Purpose usage of yo with the irrealis marker tem 

 

Occasionally the yo conjunction is used with the irrealis marker tem to indicate purpose. But in contrast to the na tem 
purpose usage mentioned above the yo tem combination indicates a weaker force expressing a hopeful expectation. 
This is shown in the examples below. 

maula yabo      ya-pani yo   tem tabe   dayadayasi lalaki-na ya-sawini yaboyoi. 
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bait    indef art 1s-tie    conj irr  again mackerel    big    -3s 1s -catch  another 

“I tie on a bait so that I might possibly again catch another big mackerel.” (Yaoyaoni by Manase) 

 

 

leyau ta     -gabae      -ni  nuwanuwa-la      a      -la      maisa   yo tem  pwata-na mena  

trade 1p(in)-throw(do)-3s desire       -1p(in) poss-1p(in) reward conj irr  top    -3s loc(g)  

 

ka   -la       yaga       si-pei 

poss-1p(in) profit     3p-put 

“we do trading desiring our value so that possibly on top of it our profit is made” (Kune by Simion) 

 

8. THE LOGICAL PROGRESSION CONJUNCTION mwa   
 
Where there is a logical connection between two propositions the mwa conjunction is used to join them. It is best 
translated as “so therefore”. In the following example the conjunction mwa makes the fisherman’s joy a logical 
consequence of his big catch. 

 
iye  lalaki-sosi -na ya-sawini mwa   ya-yaliyaya. 
fish  big   -int  -3s  1s-catch   conj    1s-happy 
“I caught a very big fish and so therefore I (was) happy.” (Yaoyaoni by Manase Lome) 
 
A fisherman who catches the prized red emperor fish is credited with great skill. The conjunction mwa expresses this 
logical connection in the following example. 
 
tomo-ne    i -kamna           mwa sine      natu -na  i  -sawin. 
man -dem 3s-good feel      conj   woman child -3s 3s-catch. 
“the man had a good feel and so therefore he caught a woman’s child (local synonym/idiom for red emperor fish). 
(Iye yabo esana tabibina by Lio) 
 
When we look at hortatory discourses we notice that mwa often precedes the conclusion as shown below. So it seems 
that the speaker signals that a logical summing up is coming by using the mwa conjunction. 
 
na   tem nigele yakasisi kan naga na   kwa-boita mwa yakasisi ginauli       lalaki-na 
conj irr   neg    respect  fut  later conj 2p   -die   conj   respect  something big   -3s 
“but if (you have) no respect you will die soon, so therefore respect is something important” (Guguye by Peola) 
 
However a few Bwanabwana speakers tend to use mwa simply as a progressive marker in discourse. In fact, in a 
certain narrative the speaker used 73 conjunctions and 45% of these were the mwa conjunction. This is occasionally 
seen in English were some narrators will overuse 'and so'. Below is a small portion of that narrative. 
 
ee  mwa ka      -pei-gogon    mwa bwaite ka       -umun       mwa  taubala-wa   i -waloba... 
dur conj  1p(ex)-put-together conj  dem    1p(ex) -barbecue  conj   man    -dem 3s-say 
“and so we put it together and so we barbecued this and so that man said...” (Kaputogo by Maki) 
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9. HEAD-TAIL TYPE LINKAGE 
 
We noted above that juxtaposition is a case of linkage without conjunctions. In this section we look at other 
alternatives to conjunctions under the broad category of head-tail type linkage. We will begin with the most common 
types first. This head-tail type linkage is very common in spoken Bwanabwana language but is dramatically reduced 
in written texts. 
 

9.1 Linkage with imwawasi “finished”  
 
Bwanabwana speakers often link sequential propositions together using the word imwawasi (it’s finished). It is 
frequently used in narrative and procedural discourses and it has the meaning of “that process finished, then”. The 
process usually involves a time interval. In the examples below it may be chasing a chicken to get a feather from it, 
tying a feather on a hook, digging soil, washing, fetching water etc. 
The following explanation of a type of fishing technique with a feather is a good example of the speaker using the 
word imwawasi to link sequential processes together. 
 
tem tomo   yabo a    -na kamkam mayamayale-na ya-walo koina    na  
irr   person one  poss-3s chicken  white           -3s 1s-say    loc(sp) conj  
 
ka      -tawoi  yo   daguli  -na ka     -pupu     i   -mwawasi ya-laoma ka   -gu daguli 
1p(ex)-chase conj feather-3s 1p(ex)-pull out 3s-finish        1s-come  poss-1s feather  
 
ya-pani uku   mena  bwaimwa-na esa   -na kulasi i   -mwawasi ya   -gu kebwai ya-katububu-na-ni 
1s-tie    hook loc(g)  dem       -3s  name-3s kulasi 3s-finish       poss-1s canoe   1s-prepare   -tr -3s 
 
“if I inform the person who owns a white chicken and we chase it and we pull its feather out, it’s finished, I come and 
tie my feather on the hook, well that’s called kulasi, it’s finished, I prepare my canoe” (Kulasi by Sommie) 
 
 
Although the word is usually used to refer to processes being finished it can also be used to refer to time intervals as 
shown in the second instance of imwawasi below. 
  
sauga-na ya-keli i  -mwawasi ya-kalai ya-lau yanuwa mena ya-pei  kaliyate isa  besiele i -mwawasi kabo ya-pitoli 
time  -3s 1s -dig 3s-finish       1s-take 1s-go  village   loc(g) 1s-put day       few like     3s-finish      conj  1s-sort 
 
“after I dig, it’s finished, I take it and go to the village and I put it for a few days, it’s finished  then I sort it. (Gulewa 
kabikabi by Baiyala)  

The following example shows how the speaker uses a minimum number of regular conjunctions (only one) and uses 
two instances of imwawasi to achieve the effect of maintaining linkage and continuity in the story. 
 
i  -sugu   i  -mwawasi    i -pileyoi-ma si -kuke si -sae    Tubetube si -keno... 
3s-wash 3s-finish         3s-return-dir  3p-sail   3p-go up <name>  3p-sleep... 
 
i  -sae     ka   -li  waila   si-leguli  i  -mwawasi kabo waila  si-tupamagamaga si -lobi       -ma 
3s-go up poss-3p water 3p-fetch 3s-finish       conj  water 3p-make dirty       3p-go down-dir 
 
“he washed, it’s finished, he returned, they sailed up to Tubetube, slept... he went up and they fetched their water, it’s 
finished, then they made the water dirty, they went down” (Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 
 
In the above example we note that imwawasi was used in conjunction with kabo. In the following examples we see it 
used in combination with muli mena and na. 
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gagagili mekaukava-o  ka     -tapwalolo i  -mwawasi muli mena nuwanuwa-gu  
child     com-1s-3s   -pl 1p(ex)-worship  3s-finish       after that  desire        -1s 
 
ya-pileyoi ya-gu nume koina  
1s-return  poss-1s house loc(g) 
“I worshipped together with the children, it’s finished, after that I wanted to return to my house” (Lokeikeile by 
Edna) 
 
 
sauga-na si-yawatagili tayali bwaimwa koina   a     -li   lo         si-gabae -ni  i  -mwawasi na  
time  -3s 3p-went to    reef   dem         loc(sp) poss-3p  anchor 3p-threw -3s 3s-finish       conj 
 
a     -li   pasta   i -waloba tapwalolo 
poss-3p pastor 3s-say      worship 
“when they went to the reef, right there they threw down their anchor, it’s finished, and/but their pastor said, ‘let’s 
pray’(lit: worship)” (Matausi by Faiteli) 
 
 
 

9.2 Continuation linkage by the durative ee 
 
Many Bwanabwana speakers achieve linkage and continuity by the use of the durative ee. It indicates to the hearer 
that a time interval elapses between propositions. In fact, the length of utterance of ee iconically represents the 
passage of time in the narrative. It usually follows a verb with a continuous aspect (reduplicated syllable) as shown 
below. 4 
 
 
Kasabwaibwaileta  i  -mi    -miya ee   i -kasole mwa natu -na kaigeda  
<name>                3s-redup-stay dur 3s-marry  conj  child-3s  one 
 
si -mi    -miya ee  natu-na  i -lalaki 
3s-redup-stay dur child-3s 3s-big 
“Kasabwaibwaileta stayed and some time later he married and so consequently he had one child, they stayed and 
some time later his child (became) big ” (Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 
 
The following example similarly shows the durative ee following a continuous aspect verb but here the verb has two 
syllables repeated.  
 
yo   yabo i -nunu i  -lobi    yo   veku bwaimwa tomo  -wa   i  -kabi-kalata-ni  si -sana  -sana 
conj one 3s-dive 3s-down conj rock dem         person-dem 3s-DP -hold  -3s 3p-redup-wait 
 
ee  nigele i  -lau a    -na kaba mwawasi koina   sine      yabo me waine -na  si-tupwa 
dur neg   3s-go  poss-3s thing finish       loc(sp) woman one  com spouse-3s 3p-left 
“and one dived down and that person grabbed hold of that rock, they waited and some time later nothing, and it went 
(like that) to the end with one woman and her husband remaining” (Naboika by Eliuda) 
 
The durative ee in the following example reinforces the length of time involved in the searching activity (expressed 
by the unreduplicated and duplicated verb). 
 

                                                           
4 The use of this durative is very common in spoken language. In the case of written narrative stories some Bwanabwana 
people will use it quite freely, just as they might in spoken language. Better educated speakers perceive the iconistic ee 
as a colloquialism and therefore prefer not to see too many occurrences of it in written Scripture.  
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kabo si-loyai     si-lo      -loyai    ee  nigele melumelu bwaimwa i -miya  -miya  
conj 3p-search 3p-redup-search dur neg    child        dem        3s-redup-stay  
 
gula  mena  kanasiga  i  -lalaki 
cave loc(g)  until        3s-big 
and so then they searched and searched and some time later (found) nothing, that child stayed in the cave until it was 
big” (Wedayogeyoge by Doleka) 
 

9.3 Word repetition 
 
Linkage and continuity can also be achieved by word repetition. The second occurrence harks back to the first. 
Halliday ( An introduction to functional grammar p310) refers to this as lexical cohesion.  
 
The following example shows repetition of the same word. 
 
kabo lolau        -nane koina Sine Kwalitutube i-yawatagili   i-yawatagili  kolili .... 
conj  afternoon -dem loc     <name>              3s-went out  3s-went out  loc.... 
“and so on that particular afternoon Sine Kwalitutube went out, she went out to them....” (Sine Kwalitutube by 
Gelisoma) 
 
In the following example two words are repeated. 
 
meuloi-na   ya-ole  -gili  kaukava-o  ka   -li    moti na   labui-mo   ya-kalai kato  
all       -3s  1s -give-3p  friend    -pl poss-3p  fish  conj two  -only 1s-get   intend  
 
ya    -gu maula ya    -gu maula ya-kalai-li   ya-lobi  
poss -1s bait     poss -1s bait     1s-get  -3p 1s-go down 
“all of it I gave to my friends as their fish food but two only I took as my bait, my bait I took and I went down” 
(Sowasowaniuli by William) 
 
As Halliday notes, “in order for a lexical item to be recognized as repeated it need not be in the same morphological 
shape.” In the following example of word repetition, the second word has a continuous aspect reduplicated syllable. 
 
 
Kasabwaibwaileta a     -na bagi        i  -kalai i  -kabilau memenawa mena  
<name>                poss-3s necklace 3s-get    3s-grab     tail              loc(g)  
 
yo    si -lau  si -la      -lau ee 
conj 3p-go   3p-redup-go  dur 
“Kasabwaibwaileta got his necklace, grabbed the (star’s) tail and they went, they were going along and along...” 
(Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 
 
In the following example we notice that word repetition of yalosa combined together with imwawasi creates the 
linkage. 
 
kabo ya-pitoli yo   veku  kikiu -li  meuloi-na ya-kabitona-gili ya-gabae-gili muli mena ya-losa 
conj  1s-sort   conj stone small-3p all      -3s 1s-grab      -3p  1s -throw-3p sequence    1s-mould  
 
ya-losa    i  -mwawasi kabo kapekape yabo pwata-na mena ya-pei  yo   ya-kapei    i  -sae     na   ya-golu.  
1s-mould 3s-finish      conj  template  one   on      -3s loc(g) 1s-put conj 1s-fashion 3s-go up conj 1s-push  
"and so I sort it and grab all the small stones and throw them away and after that I mould, I mould, it's finished, then I 
put the template on top of it and I fashion it up and push it." (Gulewa kabikabi by Baiyala) 
 
In the two examples below the repeated word is separated by a time word or phrase. 
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Sapakila     sinabwa-na konna i  -lusae   yo      i  -miya  -miya  
cooking pot big       -3s loc      3s-enter  conj   3s-redup -stay 
 
boniyai mena i  -miya  -miya kabo i  -tutu 
night    loc     3s-redup-stay  conj  3s-thunder 
 
“He entered the big cooking pot and stayed there, in the night he was staying there and then it thundered” (Buluwa 
Galagala by Cecil) 
 
 
 
lugu       yabo       i -gabae-ni  na    a    -na bala -wa    i  -woli  
mustard indef art 3s-threw-3s conj poss-3s uncle-dem 3s-chew 
 
sauga-na i  -woli   i  -mwawasi i  -kaiso 
time  -3s 3s-chew 3s-finish      3s-spit 
“he threw a mustard for his uncle to chew, when he chewed it, finished, he spat” (Kaiwe Nikoniko by Ranson) 
 
In the following example two locative phrases separate the repeated word simiyamiya. 
 
Tauwau  yo   me  ka   -na kilakai-wo si -miya -miya Daloloya koya       mena 
<name>  conj com poss-3s youth  -pl  3p-redup-live   <name>  mountain loc(g) 
 
bwaine koina    si-miya -miya... 
there    loc(sp) 3p-redup-live ... 
“Tauwau and his boys (were) living at Daloloya mountain, there they lived, ...”(Weso esana Tauwau by Manase) 
 
 

9.4 Semantic head-tail linkage 
 
Bwanabwana speakers also have some devices for achieving semantic linkage.  
 
Here in these following two examples, the two expressions sikeno (they slept) and  yanuwa ilayan (next morning) are 
intimately connected in meaning and Bwanabwana speakers often use this combination to link the clauses. (Note that 
‘the village is dry’ is an idiom for ‘next morning’.) 
 
i   -lobi             i -kalai i -lau    me -waine -na  si -liga   si -kan  
3s-went down 3s-get  3s-went  com-spouse-3s  3p-cook 3p-eat 
 
si -keno   yanuwa  i  -lan siyaya    tolu   -na i  -beku-yoi 
3p-sleep  village   3s-dry chestnut three -3s 3s-fall   -again 
“he went down and got it and went and with his wife they cooked and ate and they slept, next morning the third 
chestnut fell” (Siyaya Gilugilu by Eimi Lose) 
 
si -lobi        -ma yanuwa Pae       koina    i  -boniyai yo   si-vivila  si -keno  yanuwa i  -layan si-lobi       -ma 
3p-go down-dir  village  <name> loc(sp) 3s-night    conj 3p-return 3p-sleep village  3s-dry   3p-go down-dir  
"they went down to Pae village, it got dark, and they returned and slept, next morning they went down" (Sine 
Kwalitutube by Lisi) 
 
 
In the following examples the semantic linkage is achieved by the word ilalau (or ilaulau) , "it went on"  (often 
combined with the iconastic durative ee). The third singular prefix i- (it) refers back to the previous activity whereas 
the reduplication of the word provides the sense of continuity of the activity. 
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tomo   meuloi-li   si -logogo-ma kan  yo    polo si -kelegogo    -ma si -loliga i  -la     -lau ee   i  -lolau 
person all      -3p 3p-gather-dir  food conj pig   3p-get together-dir 3p-cook 3s-redup-go dur 3s-afternoon 
"all the people came together and brought food and pigs and cooked them, it went on and on and on into the 
afternoon" (Kasabwaibwaileta by Fred) 
 
In the story of Kaputogo, two boys deceived a man called Kaputogo, telling him that a certain seafood from a 
seashell called poto kwanakwana was a body part that they could cut out and eat. Within three sentences we find two 
occurrences of ilaulau providing a semantic link. 
 
na    poto kwanakwana -na-wa   si -nigwai  i  -lau   -lau na   kamkamna-na-wa   i  -benala-ni... 
conj seafood (bodypart)-3s-dem 3p-dissect 3s-redup-go conj pain          -3s-dem 3s-feel    -3s... 
"so that they might dissect that body part of his, it went on and on, but he felt that pain"  
 
ee   bwaine besiele si -pagan    i  -lau   -lau ee  mwa taubala-wa   i  -boita 
dur dem      like     3p-possess 3s-redup-go dur conj  man    -dem 3s-die 
"well, in that way they possessed him (conned him), it went on and on and on and so that man died"(Kaputogo by 
Maki Abiu) 
 
 
Semantic linkage is also achieved by the use of the deictic bwaimwa (or bwaimwana), meaning "well, that one". The 
deictic makes a further point about something just previously referred to. We see this in the following two examples. 
 
kabo veku luwa -luwali -na mena  si -pei  bwaimwa esa   -na guba 
conj  rock  redup-middle-3s loc(g) 3p-put deictic      name-3s fish trap 
"then they put a rock in the middle, well, that one is called a fish trap" (Yaoyaoni kaiwena by Gelebo) 
 
 
 
i  -kogaoli       siyaya   -wa  kalo  -na mena  tau    yabo bwaimwa iya     to       -bagu -baguna 
3s-broke open chestnut-dem inside-3s loc(g) male one   deictic      Pr-3s person-redup-first 
”it broke open and inside that chestnut was a male, well, that one was the eldest" (Siyaya Gilugilu by Gelebo) 
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11. APPENDIX A 
 

Sowasowaniuli                    by              William Jack, Wale. 

Genre classification: autobiographical narrative 

sauga yabo ya -lau ya -sowasowaniuli boniyai mena ya -katububu yaoyaon 
time one 1s -go 1s -troll  night loc(g) 1s -prepare fishing  
 
 
ka -na gogo meuloi -na malala  kikiu -na ya -tolo yagida ya -kalai 
poss 3s stuff  all -3s morning little 3s 1s rise net 1s get 
 
 
yo ya -lobi  ya -gala ya -tolo  ya -gita -gitai na katule 
conj 1s go down 1s net 1s  rise 1s redup see conj bait fish 
 
 
yawoina moti  sinabwa -li si -tupai si -laoma si -kona yagida mena moti 
plenty fish big  3p 3p rise 3p come 3p net net loc(g) fish 
 
-wa ya -kalai -li yo  meuloi -na ya -ole -gili kau kava -o ka 
dem 1s get 3p conj  all 3s 1s give 3p sap1s friend pl poss 
 
-li moti na  labui -mo ya -kalai kato ya -gu maula ya -gu maula  
3p  fish conj  two only 1s get intend poss 1s bait poss 1s bait 
 
 
ya -kalai -li  ya -lobi ya -gu guladau  ya -kalai yo  ya -gu 
1s get 3p 1s godown poss 1s canoe  1s get conj  poss 1s  
 
gogo kabo ya -neya ya -lau ya -sowasowaniuli sauga -na ya  -neya 
stuff conj 1s paddle 1s go 1s troll  time 3s 1s paddle 
 
 
dumwakali mena maula ya -pan yo ya -gabaen kabo ya -neya -neya niuli  
ocean  loc(g) bait 1s tie conj 1s throw  conj 1s redup paddle line  
 
-ne moti sinabwa -na i -kan na iyamo  maula -wa i -boli yo  
dem fish big  3s 3s bite conj ant bait  dem 3s off conj  
 
yaoyaon ya -tabei -yoi  maula yabo ya -pan yoi yo ya -gabaen na  
fishing  1s pull again  bait one 1s tie again conj 1s throw conj  
 
ya -neya yoi sauga  bwaitete kabo moti sinabwa -na i -kan ya 
1s paddle again time dem   conj fish big  3s 3s bite 1s 
 
-tolo  yo ya -tabei moti i -kaiwe sosi yo yau ya -tabe -tabei   
rise conj 1s pull fish 3s strong int conj Pr-1s 1s redup pull 
 
na ya  -katu -katui ya -walo o ka -gu moti o ka -gu  moti  
conj 1s redup yell 1s say yes poss 1s fish yes poss 1s  fish   
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yo ya -walo bwagana u -kaiwe na iyamo kasi ya -tabei -wo yo  
conj 1s  say conj  2s strong conj ant fut 1s pull 2s conj 
  
diku -m ya -numa moti -ne ya -tabe -tabei me ya -gu yaliyaya  
soup 2s 1s drink fish dem 1s redup pull com poss 1s joy  
 
yo me ya -gu gagasa  kaiwena kasi diku -na ya -numa na sauga  
conj com poss 1s pride for  fut  soup 3s 1s drink conj time  
 
-na moti ya -tabei  -laoma ya -gitai nige moti dewa -dewa -na na baewa 
3s fish 1s pull come 1s see neg fish redup good 3s conj shark 
 
ya -munamunai  nuwa -gu i -nae pwawati ya -kalai  ya -sakona  
1s angry  mind 1s 3s bad spear  1s get 1s spear  
 
gwalagwalai yo uku ya yaigaba gamwa na mena mwa ya  gabaen na ya 
continuous conj hook 1s remove mouth 3s loc(g) conj 1s throw  conj 1s 
 
-neya vivila yanuwa mena sauga -na ya -neya sae yanuwa mena sina -gu i 
paddle return village loc(g)  time 3s 1s paddle up village loc(g) mother 1s 3s  
 
-ba isa  moti ku  -sawin -di mwa yau ya -ba o nigele mwa 
say how many fish 2s catch 3p conj Pr-1s 1s say oh neg conj 
 
guladau ya -niuli yo ya -sae nume mena ya -miyasiyo yo ya -kekan 
canoe 1s pull up conj 1s go up house loc(g) 1s sit down conj 1s eat 
 
yo ya -kaiyawasi. 
conj 1s rest. 
 
Translation 
Once I went trolling. At night I prepared all the stuff for fishing. Early in the morning I rose and got the net and went down to 
net. I rose and saw plenty of bait fish chased up by big fish and they came and got stuck in the net. I got those (bait) fish and 
gave most to my friends as their eating food but two I took as my bait. I got my bait and went down and got my canoe and my 
stuff. Then I paddled and went trolling. When I had paddled into the (deep) ocean I tied my bait and threw it out. Then I paddled 
pulling it and a big fish bit. But that bait came off. And I pulled the line in and tied another bait on and threw it and paddled 
again.  Then this time a big fish bit and I rose and pulled it. The fish was very strong and I was pulling and yelling out saying, 
“Yes my fish, yes my fish.” And I said, “Even though you are strong I will pull you in and drink your soup.” I was joyfully and 
proudly pulling that fish in because I would drink its soup. Now when I pulled that fish it came and I saw it, it wasn’t a good 
fish, but a shark. I was angry and sad and I took the spear and speared it continuously and took the hook out of its mouth. And so 
therefore I threw it away. And (but) I returned to the village. When I paddled up to the village my mother said, “How many fish 
did you catch? So I said, “Oh, none.” So I pulled up the canoe and went up to the house and sat down and ate and rested. 
 
 
 
 
 

12. APPENDIX B 
Kaleya (War)           by Panetan (Head Pastor, Tubetube) 

 
Genre classification: Historical recollection 
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tomo tem si -sakona tomo -nane si -gabu si -liga yo si -kan kabo 
people irr 3p -spear people -dem 3p -burn 3p -cook conj 3p -eat conj  
 
mesinale yabo esa -na Doketa Balamilowa Ausiteleliya -ya koina i -sae-ma 
missionary one name -3s <name> <name> -from loc(sp) 3s -up -dir 
 
yanuwa yabo esa -na Dobu koina i -miya -miya kabo i -benalan 
place one name -3s <name> loc(sp) 3s -redup -stay conj 3s -hear 
 
siya Tubetube tomo yauyaule -li tomo si -kan -kan tabe Doketa Bamilowa 
Pr-3p <name> people wicked -3p people 3p -redup -eat also <name>  
 
a -na to -paisowa yabo esa -na Misita Field i -esimila -ni  
poss -3s nom -work  one name -3s <name>  3s -send -3s  
 
i - laoma Tubetube a -li mesinale sauga -na i -laoma i -ulisi  
3s -come <name>  poss -3p missionary time -3s 3s -come 3s -arrive  
 
i - kaisulu  yanuwa esa -na Bwasikaena koina kabo taubala yabo esa -na 
3s-  -go down  village name -3s <name>  loc(sp) conj man one name -3s 
 
Mwakasoki i -to -tolo dekawa mena  Misita Field si -seya -na -ma  
<name>  3s -redup -stand beach loc(g)  <name> 3p -put -tr -dir  
 
i -kaisulu na tomo si -logogo -ma yakato si -sakona na  Mwakasoki nima-na  
3s -down conj people 3p -gather -dir intend 3p -spear conj <name>  hand-3s 
 
i -gala -ya -ni i -ba besi tabu naga besi kisi kwa -sakona naga  
3s -raise -tr -3s 3s -say no don’t later no lest 2p -spear later 
 
ta -gitekalata -ni tawae a -na paisowa  ta -kilala -baguna -ni tawae iya  
1p(incl) -look after -3s what  poss -3s work 1p(in) -see -first -3s what Pr-3s 
 
 
to -munamunai o iya to -mulolo tem iya to - mulolo besi  
nom -angry  or Pr-3s nom -love irr Pr-3s nom -love  enough 
 
 
kala -kava  me kala kava a -na gwau si -kabi Bwasikaena koina  
1p(in) -friend  com 1p(in) com poss -3s shelter 3p -build <name>  loc(sp)  
 
 
i -miya -miya na a -na yanuwa si -sepa Bwasikaena koya  mena 
3s -redup -stay conj poss -3s place 3p-  cut <name>  mountain loc(g) 
 
 
kabo a -na nume yawasosi si -kabi na tapwalolo i - paisowai  
conj poss -3s house true  3p -build conj worship  3s -work  
 
 
Sabati kaigeda kaigeda mwa tomo si -gite -lobai tapwalolo mumuga  dudulai -na 
sabbath one one  conj people 3p -see -find  worship  custom  right -3s 
 
 
kabo tomo Tubetube si -katai tapwalolo na  baguna siya tomo yauyaule-li.  
conj people <name>  3p -know worship  conj before Pr-3p people wicked -3p 
 
 
Translation 
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When people speared someone they (would) burn him, cook him and eat him. Then a missionary called Dr Bromilow from 
Australia came. He lived at a place called Dobu. Then he heard that the Tubetube people were wicked people, and they also ate 
people. He sent his worker Mr Field to Tubetube (to be) their missionary (pastor). When he came he arrived at the place called 
Bwasikaena. Then a man called Mwakasoki (the chief) stood on the shore. They put Mr Field down to disembark but people 
gathered together to spear him. But Mwakasoki raised his hand and said, “No. Don’t do anything yet, don’t harm him yet, we 
will look after him, we will examine his works first, whether he is an angry man or a loving man, if he is a loving man then OK 
he can live amongst us.” They built his temporary shelter at Bwasikaena and he stayed there and his place they cut (prepared) on 
the Bwasikaena mountain. Then they built his real house and he conducted worship each sabbath (Sunday) and so the people 
came to find the real custom of worship. So then the Tubetube people came to know worship but before they were wicked 
people. 

13. APPENDIX C 
 

Examples of Combinations of conjunctions 

ee kabo,  ee mwa,  kabo muli mena,  na tem 

 

ee kabo 

i -sapi -li mwa si -tolo -yoi ee  kabo  si -lau Kolodalele  

3s -hit -3p conj 3p -rise -again dur conj   3p -go  <name>     

 

si -unui si -gabu 

3p -kill  3p -burn 

“he hit them and so they rose again and so then some time later they went and killed and burned Kolodalele” (Siyaya Gilugilu by 
Gelebo) 

ee mwa 

 

ee bwaine besiele si -pagan i -lau -lau ee   mwa taubala -wa i -boita 

dur dem like 3p -possess 3s -redup -go dur conj  man -dem 3s -die 

“and so they possessed it like that continuously and so consequently that man died” (Kaputogo by Maki Abiu) 

 

kabo muli mena 

bagi -ne i -lau Duwau o Dobu kabo  muli mena  i -yawatagili Kiliwina  

necklace -dem 3s -go <name> or <name> conj sequence conj 3s -appear  <name>  

“The necklace goes to Duwau or Dobu and then after that  it comes to Kiliwina.”  (Kune by Simion) 

 

 

 

na tem 

 

na ka-na i -maisa yo i -ke -kani na   tem yaiya nigele i -ka-kabilau 

conj food-3s  3s -cook conj 3s DP -eat conj irr whoever neg 3s -neg-touch 

“and his food is cooked and he eats it but if whoever does not touch it”  (Koyakoyaliya by Ilai) 
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14. APPENDIX D 
 

Examples of Scriptural usage of kabo as a thematic prominence marker 
 
yanuwa -ne siya si -sikota -na -gimiu a -li maisa sauga yatala  koina  
place  -dem  Pr-3p  3p -reject -tr  -2p poss -3p reward time judgement loc(sp) 
 
i -lalaki -sosi si -kalai  kabo Sodoma  
3s -big -int 3p -get conj <name> 
“At judgement time the punishment those villages who reject you will get will be very much greater than (the punishment) 
Sodoma (will get)”(Luka 10:12) 
 
 
Keliso a -na kaiwe i -lalaki -sosi kabo to -baguna -o Seitani a -na boda -o  
<name> poss -3s power 3s -big -int conj nom -first -pl  <name>poss -3s group-pl 
 
a -li kaiwe uloi uloi anelose -yao meuloi -li kin -yao yo esa kaigeda  
poss -3p power different  angel -pl all -3p king -pl conj name one       
 
 
kaigeda  i -miya -miya bwaite sauga yo sauga i -la -lao -ma koina 
one 3s -redup -stay dem time conj time 3s -redup -come -dir loc(sp) 
 
 “the power of Keliso (Christ) is much greater than leaders, Seitani’s groups with different powers, all the angels, kings, and 
every name existing now and in the coming times” (Ephesians 1:21) 
 
 
komiu ginauli lalaki -sosi -na Yaubada man -na mena kabo man 
Pr-2p thing big -int -3s <name>  eye -3s loc(g) conj bird 
“You are something really more important in Yaubada’s (God’s) eyes than the birds”(Luke 12:24) 
 
 
tem to -nae -nae -na yabo a -na nae -nae -na koina    i -nuwabui 
irr nom -redup -bad -3s one poss -3s redup -bad -3s loc(sp) 3s -repent     
 
 
to -miya bulibuli a -li yaliyaya i -lalaki -sosi kabo muli mena a -li yaliyaya 
nom -stay heaven poss -3p joy 3s -big -int conj  sequence poss -3p joy          
 
 
to -namwa-namwa nainti nain kaiwe -li 
nom -good  ninety nine for -3p  
 “if a sinner repents of his sin the joy of the heavenly residents is much greater than their joy for the ninety nine good ones” 
(Luka 15:7) 
 
Mosese a -na loina yabo kikiu -na ka -na soke -gaba i -kololo -sosi  
<name> poss -3s law one small -3s poss -3s erase -out 3s -hard -int    
 
 
kabo muli mena  bulibuli yo yanuwa yaulina a -li tatagwaligwali. 
conj  sequence heaven conj earth  poss -3p disappear 
 “the erasing of one small law of Moses is much harder than the disappearance of heaven and earth” (Luke 16:17) 
 
 
yaiya tama -na o nuwana sina -na i -katekamkamna -yagili -sosi  kabo muli mena  
who father -3s conj maybe mother -3s 3s -love  -pl -int  conj sequence     
 
 
yau bwaimwa iya nige ya -gu boda yo yaiya natu -na tem tau  
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Pr-1s dem  Pr-3s neg poss -1s group conj who child -3s irr male  
 
yo sine i -katekamkamna -yagili -sosi kabo muli mena yau bwaimwa iya nige  
conj female 3s -love  -pl -int conj-sequence Pr-1s dem   Pr-3s neg 
 
ya -gu boda. 
poss -1s group 
 “whoever loves his father or mother very much then after that me, well he is not my group and whoever loves his child, whether 
male or female, very much, then after that me, well he is not my group.” Matthew 10:37  
 
to -nuwabui siya si -pileyoi nae -nae -na koina ka -li maisa  
nom -repent  Pr-3p 3p -return redup -evil -3s loc(sp) poss -3p punishment  
 
i -lalaki -sosi kabo to -ganamuli siya nige sauga yabo si -nu -nuwabui  
3s -big -int conj nom -outside  Pr-3p neg time one 3p -neg -repent 
 
maisa         -li 
punishment-3p  
 “the punishment of those repenters who return to evil is much greater than the punishment of those outsiders who never 
repented”(2 Peter 2:21) 


